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GHSP to Reveal World’s Most Entertaining Induction Cooktop at CES
Next-generation inductive cooktop includes built-in OLED display, RFID system
GRAND HAVEN, Mich. (Jan. 6, 2020) – GHSP, a global supplier in the automotive and high-end
appliance industries, will debut a new, next-generation induction cooktop with graphical display
integration at CES Jan. 7-10 in Las Vegas.
The advanced design radically enhances the cooking experience – providing increased versatilty
and functionality by integrating an OLED display into the entire cooking surface using a proprietary
transparent thermal barrier. The integration has a wide range of applications, from converting a
standard induction cooktop into a French Plaque cooking surface with the touch of a button, or
displaying a visual safety warning if a pot or pan is too hot to touch.
“Imagine cooking a meal while a video of the recipe plays right beside your cookware, or being
able to scan a package’s RFID chip and have the cooktop program the correct time and
temperature,” said Dave Jerovsek, president of diversified markets at GHSP. “GHSP is designing
next-generation cooking experiences, and we believe we have designed the world’s most
entertaining induction cooktop.”
The cooktop’s full-featured visual interface includes knob-sensing technologies along with fullcolor display capabilities. Removable wireless control knobs, a 10.1” touch screen with fail-safe
controls and cooking surface temperature monitoring provide a safe and responsive cooking
experience. For effortless cooking, an RFID recognition system implemented in conjunction with
Inductive Intelligence® can scan and identify ingredients and set correct cooking times and
temperatures.
GHSP will be located at booth 3111 in the North Hall of the Las Vegas Convention Center.
About GHSP
GHSP is a privately-owned company based in Grand Haven, Mich., that specializes in the design and
manufacturing of innovative control systems and technology solutions primarily for the automobile and highend appliance industries. Founded in 1924, GHSP has locations in North America, Europe and Asia. GHSP
is a portfolio company within JSJ Corporation, a growth firm with global manufacturing, distribution and
service businesses that focus on highly technical skills to deliver engineered solutions. Learn more at
GHSP.com and JSJcorp.com.
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About Inductive Intelligence
Founded in 2017 by David Baarman and Greg Clark, Inductive Intelligence specializes in systems that
utilize wireless power transmission, wireless communications, and emerging sensor technology to create
systems that solve practical problems and deliver value to consumers. Inductive Intelligence’s systems are
designed to satisfy real customer needs, delivering convenience and value for the consumer and our
partners. Learn more at inductiveintelligence.com.
Inductive Intelligence® is a registered trademark of Inductive Intelligence, LLC.
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